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We’ve celebrated the outstanding contributions
given to our Club by members, family and
friends at the Art of Giving Gala, January 15.
With the generous initial Dollar-for-Dollar
matching money, many were inspired to reach
deep and we raised a little over $101,000 to
support our Club. Thanks again to ALL who
contributed!
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Don Schuster

At our winter All Members’ Meeting we
summarize the work the Board has done to
help improve our financial situation. Also
included on the agenda for that meeting is an
introduction to a new Club Branding initiative.
This, to give the Club’s identity a refresh as we
increase outreach into the Greater Cincinnati
region. We will also preview the Founders’ Week activities that kick off the start
of celebrating 130 years of the Cincinnati Art Club. The deadline for submission
to Through the Looking Glass has been extended to February 15. Have you
started on your historical Cincinnati or Cincinnati Art Club piece yet?
Initial steps are being taken to form an Abstract Art Group within the CAC. A
special interest group, like the Digital Art Working Group, it can be a catalyst for
education and growth for members and fellow artists who are not yet members.
Reach out and invite a someone to join you at one of our Club activities.
Fellowship and education await. Take advantage of what YOUR Club is offering!
Yours in artistic endeavor,
Don

All Member Meeting on Saturday, February 1
Be there for the update on strategic decisions to help the Club move forward.
We’ve had a brilliant past but now the focus is on the future. An update on the
financial picture. Progress on the real estate issues and what to do with our
facilities. One of the goals set during our strategic planning in August was to
increase visibility the more diverse and contemporary organization we want to
be. To that end, we have been
working on a new Club logo
and branding to focus our task
of increasing increase Club
visibility across the region. And
lots more. This is one meeting
you will not want to miss. We
need your thoughts, your voice
and your opinion to help shape
the Club’s future. Take the 2
hours to be with your fellow
artists Saturday, February 1
from 10 am to noon.

. . . Advancing the knowledge and love of art through education
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Calendar of Events
February
All Member Meeting
Update on Strategic Decisions
February 1, 10 am – Noon
Tom Post Workshop
February 7, 8, 9
Monthly Brunch Meeting
February 22, 10:00 am - 1:00 pm
Trustee Meeting
February 12, 4:30 - 6:00 pm
Critique Exhibition
Opening Reception February 14, 6:00 –
9:00 pm
Public Viewing February 15
Critique Sessions
February 4, 7, 7:00 – 9:00 pm
Ray Hassard, Moderator
February 18, 7:00 – 9:00 pm
Tom Post, Moderator
Sketch Group
Monday Sessions, February 3, 10, 17, 24
from 1:00-4:30pm
Thursday Sessions, February 6, 13, 20,
27 from 7:00 – 9:30 pm

A Very Special February Brunch Meeting:
Our Programs Chairperson Christine Kuhr has been working overtime this year
to bring us interesting programs for our monthly meetings. For February 22,
she has arranged for us a most special
event: The Queen City Club Art Tour
and Sweets.
Our city has many venues that have
collected great local art such as the
Women’s Club of Cincinnati in Clifton
where our Art of Giving Gala was held
last month. And now we can tour the
facilities of the Queen City Club which
is usually only available to their own
members and guests.
The Queen City Club is the oldest and
most prestigious private club in the
Cincinnati area, known for its elegance
and grand history. Established in 1874 it was known as “the first business
professional men’s club of a modern sort, with its own quarters.” It was founded
by the men who first built Cincinnati: Longworth, Probasco, Ramsey, Sinton,
Anderson, Taft, and Shillito. As time went on the club acquired a significant art
collection of paintings and artifacts that showcase the people, artists, and the
character of our ancestors. Artists in the collection include Frank Duveneck
1848-1919, Henry Farny 1847- 1916, Joseph Henry Sharp 1859-1953, Henry
Mosler 1841-1920, Elizabeth Nourse 1859-1938, Herman and Bessie Wessel and
many others.

DAWG Meeting
February 25, 7:00 – 9:30
Founders Week Exhibition
March 6 – 22

Join us Saturday morning February 22 for Coffee & Sweets and a delightful
docent led tour of the art that was inspired by the history and growth of the city.
(10:00 a.m. social time and sweets, approximately 10:45 for the tour).
Make your reservations by the Sunday before the meeting. The event is $25 to
cover costs. Contact: dinner@cincinnatiartclub.com to make reservations.
The Queen City Club is located at 331 East Fourth Street downtown and has its
own parking lot with entrances on Broadway and Fourth Street. They also offer
valet services and easy access to the building.
Editor’s Note: Years ago when I was a member of the Queen City Club and held
business lunches there, I would always ask the waiter to bring an extra plate of
their macaroons; they are a house specialty and just simply melt in your mouth. In
addition to the food at Queen City Club, my guests always marveled at the beautiful
artwork and sculptures that had been collected over the years. I encourage everyone
not to miss this opportunity to have a docent-led tour of their art and enjoy the
macaroons! – Dale Wolf
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Our Special Place in Cincinnati’s History for 130 Years
In the 1800s, Cincinnati was one of the country’s four leading cities nurturing
internationally acclaimed artists. The Cincinnati Art Club (established in
1890) will stage Through the Looking Glass, the largest-ever exhibition of
paintings and sculptures to capture Cincinnati’s early history. The exhibition
is the main event of the Art Club’s 130th year since founding.
Cincinnati, a cultural center since the late 1800s – Cincinnati native Benjamin
Harrison was president of the country. It’s two universities, UC since 1819
and Xavier in 1831, provided advanced education opportunities. The
Cincinnati Reds finished 10 games behind the Brooklyn Bridegrooms. As
the largest city in Ohio, it already
had become a cultural center with
an art museum, an opera house,
a zoological garden and the Music Hall and Exposition Building. The McMicken
School of Design, later becoming the Cincinnati Art Academy, was founded in
1869 and attracted artists from across the country to reside here.
The Cincinnati Art Club was founded in 1890 – It was only natural that such a
city would gather a cluster of renowned painters. 13 of them were then meeting
regularly in the home studio of John Rettig to sketch with one another. In 1890,
they decided to create one of the first art clubs in America. Rettig was the first
President of this fledgling band of artists and soon the Club would grow from the
original founders to 32 Signature and 36 Associate members, adding several of
the nation’s best regarded artists: Frank Duveneck (the Club’s fourth President),
John Twachtman and Kenyon Cox. Today, the Cincinnati Art Club is the second
oldest, continuously operating club of artists in the nation and in 1979 the first
to admit women. Don Schuster is now presiding over a club of 300 area artists –
men and women who are serious about improving their art and enriching the city
as a cultural center in the Midwest.
Our First Club Home in 1892

Call to Artists for Through the Looking Glass
The exhibit opening March 7 will be a juried art competition with cash awards for the best pieces submitted. All area
artists are invited to re-create the people or landmarks from days past, or what they personally think is unique to the
Cincinnati area or the scenes of people, places, things that say “Cincy” to them – past and present. Any area artist can
enter up to three pieces not to exceed 36 x 36 and sculpture bases not
to exceed 24 x 24. Each piece must be original and for sale. Artists must
submit work for the juried show by February 15. All paintings must be
for sale with a 40% tax-deductible donation to the Cincinnati Art Club
to support educational and scholarship programs.
• Entry Deadline - February 15, 2020
• First Place $500.00
• Second Place$250.00
• Third Place$150.00
• Honorable Mention$100.00
• Additional prizes to be announced
Click here for full details: Call to Artists
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Founders Week: The Exhibition, 4 Salon Events and 4 Demonstrations
The Founders Week Exhibition opening reception and awards will be a ticketed event, $60 per person. Tickets will go on
sale in February and are limited to gallery capacity (complimentary to participating artists). The exhibit will hang through
March 22, 2020 in the Wessel Gallery at 1021 Parkside Place, Cincinnati 45202.
The gallery is open daily, Tuesday to Sunday, with artist demonstrations and lectures each week, also open to the public.

Vanishing Cincinnati, a presentation based on historic
landmarks of Cincinnati, captured in the drawings of
David Day, Tuesday March 12th

Club member DeVere Burt will present the illustrious
history behind the Union Terminal leading to it’s current
home of the Museum Center and it’s tie into the Audubon
Society,Thursday March 19th

Dear Lizzie, a romantic story presented by Linda Crank.
Exploring Elizabeth Lyman Boott and her marriage to Frank
Duveneck,Tuesday March 17th.

The Renovation of Music Hall as photographed and
presented by Matthew Zory, Sunday, March 15th.
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Four Free Painting Demonstrations during Founders Week Celebration
There will also be painting demonstrations by Tom Post, Tom Bluemlein, MaryBeth Karaus, and David Mueller. Check
the website for more information, dates, and times.

Tom Bluemlein

MaryBeth Karaus

David Mueller

Tom Post

We’re Having a Y’art Sale in March at the Club
A Yard Sale of Art and Artist’s Materials
March 27 from noon to 5 and March 28 from noon to 4.
The Club is covering all the bases this year to seek a balanced budget despite
soaring operating expenses. So we decided to hold another fund raiser – our
first-ever yard sale at the Art Club. Bring any art supplies that you are willing
to donate for sale. Donate some of your old inventory of paintings gathering
cobwebs to the Starving Artist section of the Y’art Sale and come ready to buy
some incredible bargains for your own studio. This is the BIGGEST, BESTEST
SALE EVER for artists.
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Rick Koehler, Solo Art Show in Wessel Gallery
Rick Koehler will be the Featured Artist in the clubhouse lobby for the month of February.
He began his painting journey at the tender age of 61. Since that time, he has won
numerous awards as well as the hearts of his followers. His work is representational and yet
impressionistic at the same time. “In the field of architecture, I had to be very precise, now I’m
working to be very loose” says Koehler.

Rick Koehler

Rick Koehler, On the Way to Crystal Mountain

Sculptor John Leon, Chisel in Hand
by Dale Wolf
John Leon’s mind begins in that wonderful half-awake time in bed in the morning when
thoughts flow into ideas for new sculptures. It usually starts out with a small clay model, a
maquette, to work out the basic composition. “That part is always fun … the pushing of clay
around until it is ready for stone or wood. There is a tangible physicality in making sculpture that
is satisfying to mind and muscle.”
That joy had its nucleus when he was quite young, and he pondered how objects appeared
to change shape as he moved around them. The joy stayed with him and now he has
completed over 500 bronzes, 40 carvings in stone and wood and untold works in gypsum,
ceramics, resin, and steel that can be found in various collections on five continents.
He is well known for using abstract principles to inform and enhance realistic sculpting,
with an emphasis on the figure. Locally, his works can be seen at Christ Church Cathedral
(downtown), The Zoo, Pyramid Hill Sculpture Park, Wright Patterson Air Force Base, The
Lindner Family Tennis Center (Mason), Walnut Hills High School, Rhodes Hall and CCM at
UC, Smale Riverfront Park, University of Dayton Law School, The Mercantile Library, The
Museum of Spiritual Art in Franklin, OH and Westover Retirement Center and Community
First Company Headquarters (both in Hamilton).
“I enjoy the physicality of making sculpture – the feeling of pushing clay around or carving away into stone or wood. The entire
history of world sculpture is there waiting to merge with any inspiring subject that happens along. These inspirations can be
random while showering, stuck in traffic, or attending a concert.”
Much of his time is spent on commission work such as the Stalag Luft III monument at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
to commemorate former prisoners of war. In creating the bronze eagle atop the monument, John worked with wildlife
painter John Ruthven (an Honorary Signature member of the Art Club). “We designed an eagle touching down for a
landing and it was a humbling honor to contribute to the memory of the courage and sacrifices made by the veterans of World
War II.”
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“I am just now starting on a commissioned series
of sculptures to populate the new headquarters
of a Maryland corporation. They have accepted
10 of my proposed pieces, so far. The pieces were
all inspired by my study of the company’s history,
their missions, and the architecture and design
of the new building. The nice thing is that these
sculptures are all pieces that resonate for me
on their own, even outside of the context of this
specific commission, and independently of one
another. Each one is a piece I would be happy to
make just because the concepts are so personal.
I’m champing at the bit to get them all started.”
John also regularly conducts sculpture
workshops in a laid back and encouraging style
of teaching. “My approach is project driven –
students bring their own ideas for sculptures they
John Leon, Stalag Luft III, Prisoner of War Monument
would like to make or materials they would like to
work with, and I guide them along the way. I’m very versatile in my own work, from realism to non-objective abstraction, so I
can help people working all along the spectrum. “
Sculpting involves more process than most 2D work. Every sculpture
poses engineering challenges, things that involve building armatures
(internal support for clay), mold-making and casting, firing, and more.
“For artists who have not worked in sculpture, it is often hard to know
where to start. I like to start people with manageable projects, usually
subjects of their own choosing--I try to guide them away from attempting
something frustratingly daunting until they are comfortable with the
process and materials.”
To learn more about the process, tools or materials for sculpting or for
information on his classes, contact John at JLSculptor@gmail.com

John Leon, Harry Wilks, (founder of the Pyramid Hill
Sculpture Park), life size bronze

John Leon, Neil Armstrong, 38”, cast stone, Rhodes Hall, University of Cincinnati
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John Leon, Game of Inches, 15” bronze, private collection

John Leon, Little Nude, 17”, private collection

John Leon, Harlan Hubbard, close up of head
from life size figure in bronze

John Leon, Dance of the Women
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Marty Palmerton’s Journey into Digital Art
DAWG member Marty Palmerton wrote this letter (below) to a friend
about his journey and while your journey has been different, it is
helpful to see how others made it along the path of becoming an artist.
Included are a few examples of the work Marty has done recently during
our weekly Thursday Sketch Group sessions. He also is a regular at our
DAWG meetings, which leads us to back to reflect on the great work
we saw at the Club’s Digital Art and Photography Exhibition held last
month in our Wessel Gallery (see page 11 of this Dragonfly issue).
Hello Kirk,
It has been a few decades since you and I were in the 4th grade together.
You could draw very well and your subject range and skill level at our age
of ten left me speechless. You inspired me to use my “study-time” with
repeated efforts to draw fish, dinosaurs, and spaceships. Eventually I
received a Bachelor of Fine Arts studying both Painting and Commercial
Art. The focus was on painting the live model, still life and landscape -and the required art history classes. But it was some other processes that
eventually had more impact on my pursuit of digital art: personal and stat
cameras, typesetting, drafting tools and technical pens and even a “Lucy”
(camera lucida) as a means for producing images.
After college, the art jobs included silk-screen printing, video production
design, storyboarding and multi-media. As the technical options or tools
progressed, so much of what had been done before “by-hand” was now
transforming my skill sets.

Marty Palmerton, George

Bouncing between being creative and paying bills, jobs in media, training and community productions often included
computers and this led to producing images and logos for commercials and storyboarding computer images for video
productions. Bit-by-bit, all this was drawing me toward digital art.
My first computer graphics work was on a co-worker’s Macintosh, then an on-the-job Amiga; both for design and video
productions. After my first Mac I got an iMac, an Apple Powerbook and an HD Laptop. I intermixed working with photographs,
video editing, music and audiobook exploration. I studied on my own to improve my skills with art programs and networking.
While free-lancing in Chicago, I joined the IT staff at a printing company to
provide PC support and I learned how to use a wider range of tools for my
Mac Performa.
When I returned to Cincinnati, I met a member of the Cincinnati Art Club at
a festival in 1999 and began attending the Club’s weekly drawing sessions
with a live model, interacting with other artists, and displaying work.
The iMac, at that time expanded the internet access. Figure and portrait
drawings progressed at the Club with sketchbook work serving as the basis
for paint programs, followed by both hand-drawn and computer-generated
caricatures.
When the iPad came out, I really dove into generating art with the Brushes
program, drawing every week from the live-model sessions at the Club. The
initial drawings were a time-eater, I’ll admit, but the practice really helped
my progress. I joined the Art Club’s Digital Art Working Group (DAWG)
and we meet every month to sharpen our skills and to learn from one
another. Though the iMac Brushes program provided a wonderful learning
experience, the advertising for the iPad Pro, and the interface with both the
Apple Pencil and the Procreate programs drew me to my next step up in the
path of becoming a digital artist.
I look forward to seeing you at the Cincinnati Art Club Digital Art and
Photography Exhibition so I can catch up on your progress as an artist.
Marty Palmerton, Downtown Cincy

Your Friend from the Past,
Marty Palmerton
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The Critique Art Exhibition, Opening on February 14
Here’s the perfect Valentine’s Day present you can give to yourself. All
members who participate in one or more Critique Sessions are invited to
exhibit their work at the annual Critique Show.
The walls of our Wessel Gallery will be filled for this show. Opening Night and
Reception is on February 14 and public hours are on February 15 and 16.
Hanging on those walls will be work that is among the best done by both
Signature and Associate artists. All the work has gone through the critique
process during the past year. All Club members can and should come to
Opening Night to see some great art, eat and drink and have fun meeting
other artists just like yourself.
Ray Hassard moderates a Critique Session

CRITIQUE PAINTERS, A NOTE FROM DRAGONFLY: If you
plan on submitting work for this show, please, please sit
down right now while your device is open and send me
a photo of your work and the title if you would like me to
include it in the March Dragonfly. Thanks for making my
life as editor a bit easier. - Dale

“Why I Love Critique Sessions”

Tom Post moderates a Critique Session

By Judy Affatato, Signature Club Member
“I have learned so much about my paintings from coming to a Critique Session. Years ago, I was afraid to come as I didn’t have
the confidence to show my early work. What I should have done was just come and watch
other artists have their work critiqued. Observe and eventually you will see how safe and
helpful this experience can be. It is never embarrassing. It is more like being in an art class
where we learn both from watching and from having our personal work critiqued. All Club
members are welcome with or without their work. Critique is the best way to learn how to
get better and to improve work for shows and for sales. It is also a wonderful way to get to
know other artists as we spend the evening just talking together about our art.”
Critique has been a cornerstone of the Art Club since its founding days. Today, it is
done twice a month, all year long. The Signature Critique on the first Tuesday of each
month and the Associates Critique held on the third Tuesday. Both sessions are open
to both Associate and Signature members, but the Associates Critique provides special assistance to those members who
would like to improve their work so they can submit for Signature status.

Rent the Wessel Gallery as an Event Venue
Frequently, our Wessel Gallery is empty and quiet when there is no sketch group, critique
session or exhibition. We want to make it available to the public for rental … wedding
parties, birthday parties and social gatherings to generate funding for the Club. As you
all know, our facilities have recently been given a major face lift inside so it is a very nice
space for organizations or groups of people to use. If you are aware of any group needing
a facility, please pass along the information below:
The Cincinnati Art Club is the home of the Wessel Gallery which showcases rotating art
exhibitions and events. Nestled in the south slope of Mt. Adams/Eden Park, its location
offers spectacular panoramic views of both the Ohio River and the hills of Kentucky and
is minutes from downtown, the Cincinnati Art Museum and the Krohn Conservatory. The
gallery is 1000 sq. ft of unobstructed space with an adjacent comfy lounge and bar, WiFi,
and full kitchen. Parking is on street and across from building. The Club is open during
scheduled events and by appointment. The Wessel Gallery is available for events and
exhibitions. Please contact exhibitions@cincinnatiartclub.com for information and/or a
tour of the facility. 1021 Parkside Place, Cincinnati, OH 45202.
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Hold a private event at the Wessel Gallery

Looking Back: The Digital Art & Photography Exhibition
We continue to be in awe at the work being done by members of the Art Club DAWG (Digital Art Working Group) and now
our annual show has also opened up to photography. In today’s world of visual art, whether the artist is using a computer,
iPad, iPhone or a digital camera, the result is a rich exploration of transferring what the eye sees, the mind imagines and
the fingers put on paper or metal.
Diana Marra illustrates the creativity in
photography with her three entries into
the Digital Art & Photography Exhibition in
January.
“I used my Canon digital camera when I toured
An Evening with the Cranes at the International
Crane Museum in Baraboo WI. This is the only
place in the world that has all 15 species of
cranes in one location. I was in search of the Red
Crowned Crane for sourcing for my Asian Brush
Painting. I saw and photographed all 15 species.
I was fascinated by the circular reflections in
the lake while the Whooper searched for food
and took a ton of photos capturing his every
move and my entry into the Club’s Digital Art &
Photography Exhibition the beauty we can see
in the water.
“I photographed Sea of Clouds by Yellow
Diana Marra, Sea of Clouds
Mountain China with my Canon digital camera. I
was on a 3-week Dream Journey with Ning Yeh seeing Old China through an Artist’s Eyes and he insisted we arise at 4:30 a.m.
just for the chance to see a phenomenon called the Sea of Clouds. It is when the mist starts to rise from the peaks of the Yellow
Mountain and they appear one at a time, looking like a virtual sea of clouds. We were one of only four groups out of a thousand
who were blessed to see this view, and I wanted to capture it on camera. In the processing, the photos appeared bluer in color kind of cyan - rather than the actual gray of the dawn mist. I liked the effect and kept it as it was rather than correcting it. This
was such a dreamy look and rare experience, I wanted to use this photo to be my very first photo printed on metal.
I photographed After the Rain in Ault Park with my iPhone. I climbed to the top of the pavilion to see the view and there it was,
a beautiful scene of reflections set off by the shadows of the columns and contrasted against the emerging sunlit sky. It was a
scene that probably only an an artist would notice and I was fortunate to be there at just the right time.”
See also the story in this issue about Marty Palmerton and his journey from painting to digital art.

Diana Marra, After the Rain
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Additional Work from the Digital Art & Photography Exhibition

Martha Howard, Wrinkles & Broken Tusks, Photography
David Forsthoefel, Portrait of an Old Man, Digital Art

Susanne Bodine, The Sentinel, Photography

Don Baumgarten, B, Photography
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Judith Affatato, Here’s Looking at You, Photography

Jerry Saylor, Life, Photography

Edith Eith, The Realization, Photography
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Christine Kuhr, Grand Entrance, Photography

Marion Corbin Mayer, Museum of Sacre Couer,
Photography

John Jemail, Power, Photography
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John Rettig: The Cincinnati Art Club’s First President
Written by Linda Crank
Our annual Sketch Group Show ribbons and plaques bear his name. His photo as
the Club’s first president hangs in the lounge, and he was dubbed the “Wizard of
Scenic Creation!” A recent morning spent at the Cincinnati Public Library kept me
fascinated with the contents of a six-volume scrapbook entitled with: The Colorful
World of John Rettig.
Rettig, who was born in 1858, described the beginning of his art journey in a speech
to the Art Club: “To really make clear all that I stand for I must go back to my childhood.
I see a meadow, a May morning, sunshine and flowers. I was then only six, but I tried
with my pencil to draw all that was before me. Naturally, as I was very young and
inexperienced, I did not get exactly what I wanted, but nevertheless my parents took me
to my first drawing teacher - a charming woman who had studied in Paris and in Munich
and was a firm believer of good craftsmanship, which was to her, good drawing.”

John Rettig, 1858-1932

John won first place in drawing in school, was apprenticed to a Swiss decorator as a
teenager, then attended the McMicken School of Drawing and Design under Thomas
Noble. What a wonderful group of classmates surrounded him - Kenyon Cox, Joe
DeCamp, John Twachtman, and Elizabeth Nourse among them! After graduation he
was asked to produce scenery for the city’s annual opera festival, and the experience
led him to produce mammoth sets for other grand pageants over the course of his
lifetime. Programs from these events included 3-foot-long, fold-out inserts depicting
his large sets of ancient Rome, Babylon and Mexico.

He also continued his art education for a short time
in Paris with an opportunity given him afterwards to
paint the near East. He traveled to Spain, to Algiers,
always busy sketching and learning along the way.
Then, as he related, “I got as far as Egypt, with the
Oriental bee still strong in my bonnet. But after making
a trip up the Nile to Nubia and having it forcefully
brought home to me that painting, at the best, can only
be done from December to February in such a climate
and among such a people – my craving for Orientalism
was finally appeased.”
On the return trip he had also stopped in Holland,
and enchanted with the painting possibilities, he
and his wife began to live in Volendam six months
out of the year. He became well known for his Dutch
paintings, and brought enough of Holland back
with him to Cincinnati to furbish his studio, which
came to be called “The Dutch Room.” 1,000 pounds
of Delft tiles surrounded an open fireplace. A Dutch
John Rettig in his Dutch Room with live model
cupboard, a “bed of wholesome proportions,” and
carefully selected Dutch household items recreated the impression. Twelve years after his death the room was purchased
to go on display at the Holland Museum in Holland, Michigan. A show of his work downtown was called his best to
date, and one of his best Dutch paintings, The Potato Peeler, was gifted by the Art League to the Hughes High School art
collection.
Many years before all this, John Rettig had started a life class in his Cincinnati studio, attracting artists from all over the
area. This became the group that began the Cincinnati Art Club in 1890, and which elected him as its first president. He
was re-elected four times, and unanimously elected in 1919 by secret ballot as an honorary member.
As I went through the scrapbooks at the library, I found records of the numerous exhibitions he was in, the many medals
he had won, and letters that he had received or collected from artists like Frank Duveneck, Henry Farny, Joseph Sharp and
Elizabeth Nourse. She had written him and his wife inviting them to visit the next day, “say, about 8 o’clock?” She would
have asked them sooner, but had “been laid up for two days with an earache after coming down from the high mountains.”
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John Rettig’s interests and talents extended beyond art. He wrote stories for magazines, plays, and poetry. He was a
wonderful violinist and composed music. His charity work raised money for war bonds during World War One, for French
orphans, for Clovernook, and for the MacDowell Society. He numbered presidents, governors and senators among his
friends. He was a member of the Salmagundi Club in New York and the Federation of Arts in Washington.
After a full and rich life, John Rettig died in 1932 at Christ Hospital at the age of 74. His passing was just a few hours before
a performance at Music Hall of the last grand pageant which he had designed and directed. It was the perfect bookend
to his life, for his first commission had been the painting of the Heuck’s Opera House curtain. For all his contributions and
accomplishments, I stand amazed and say, “Bravo, Mr. Rettig!

John Rettig, Dyke at Volendam
John Rettig in his studio

Artistically Speaking, Brush & Palette is Showing Off
Come see where the Brush & Palette Painters have made their marks during the past year as we eagerly await spring and
more opportunities for Tuesday plein air adventures. Who are we? We are 24 intrepid women who take up the brush
against the vagaries of weather to share our visions of Greater Cincinnati locales and beyond.
This year’s show features a wide range of 70 paintings in various media and styles, ready to hang in special places, plus a
number of “tiny treasures,” reasonably priced. Plein air landscapes and landmarks are featured along with studio paintings
created as we huddle at our shared studio during cold months when paint and fingers stiffen.
Please drop by for a chat at the Women’s
Art Club Cultural Center during our
opening reception on Friday, March
6th between 5:30 and 8:00 p.m. If you
cannot make the opening, come by
during Gallery hours Tuesday through
Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday 1:00 p.m. to 4:00
p.m. through Sunday, March 29th.
Also check us out on Facebook at
this link: Cincinnati Brush and Palette
Painters
Brush and Palette artists gather after painting together
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Sketch Group Sessions for February
Sharpen your skills at the Sketch Group, moderated by Jerry
Saylor. Meeting afternoons from 1-4 pm on Monday 3, 10, 17,
and 24 or Thursday evening 7-9:30 on 6, 13, 20 and 27. There is
always a live model, free for all Cincinnati Art Club members.

Artist Closeup: Margaret Mock
Margaret is inspired by the hilly Mt. Adams neighborhood
and enjoys capturing it in her work. “Without lifting
my pen, I create loose, continuous line drawings—often
adding watercolor. These simplified drawings celebrate the
journey of a pen as it explores its subject.” She also creates
more realistic views using an illustration inkbrush. A
Signature Member, she participates in our weekly sketch
group sessions in which she creates pencil and charcoal
portraits. Margaret is an incredible behind-the-scenes
worker for the Art Club helping out with Sketch Group,
Exhibits, just about anything she is asked to do.

Margaret Mock, Holy Cross

Margaret Mock, Robin
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Margaret Mock, Ida Street Viaduct

Margaret Mock, Joan

Margaret Mock, Gazing
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Margaret Mock, Fuller Street

Tom Post’s Chaos to Order Workshop, February 7-9, Just 3 Seats Left
Chaos to Order is about painting the human figure with freedom. Training
your eyes to see the relationships and patterns that take place, understanding
the common factors as well as the differences and then taking advantage of
these truths to create energetic, fun, and expressive interpretations of the
human form in art. The workshop will be focused around the human figure,
broken down between demos illustrating this process and balanced with lots
of personal painting time.
Tom is a fine artist and freelance illustrator with a BFA in Fine Art from the
Columbus College of Art and Design. He has been pursuing oil painting
and expanding his fine art teaching activities since 2001. He specializes
in portraiture, figurative and painting en plein air. Tom is a member of the
Cincinnati Art Club and his paintings are in the personal collection of
various notable collectors. He was an award winner in the last two ViewPoint
competitions and has long served as a facilitator of the Club’s monthly
Associate Critique. Members: $325, Non-Members: $360 (Workshop cost
includes Model Fees) Contact workshops@CincinnatiArtClub.com for details
and registration.

Advice from Edwin Austin Abbey: “Be a Student” at the Tom Post Workshop from February 7 - 9
One of America’s great painters from 1890 explains why so many artists fail to grow:
“The great trouble with the vast majority of our artists at home is that they cease to be students too soon.”
“They spend a couple of years—even three or four years— in Paris, or some other place where students congregate, and,
bored by the drudgery of the serious atelier and seeing certain easy-going pictures attracting a certain amount of attention
and having also a certain amount of merit, they throw over the opportunity (which, mind you, never comes again) to make
themselves as perfect as they may be with the aid of all the facilities a far-seeing body of eminent artists have, during many
years, accumulated for their benefit, and dash into paint with a confidence bred entirely of ignorance and intolerance of the
training that they, at that ill-informed and blind period of their lives, do not see the need of.”
“Go to the Louvre constantly. Look at the designs and drawings by the
great masters and reflect that they thought it necessary to take all
those pains before they began their painting, and that they did not rely
upon genius or talent to carry them through. Remember that you are
pretty blind at present. I don’t remember ever before having seen an
art student of your age absolutely without a sketchbook. You should
be sketching always, always. Draw anything. Draw the dishes on the
table while you are waiting for your breakfast. Draw the people in the
station while you are waiting for your train. Look at everything. It is
all part of your world. You are going to be one of a profession to which
everything on this earth means something. Keep every faculty you
have been blessed with wide awake. The older you get the more full
your life will be getting.”

Edwin Austin Abbey (1852-1911)

Edwin Austin Abbey was an American muralist, illustrator, and painter.
He is best known for his drawings and paintings of Shakespearean and Victorian subjects, as well as for his painting of
Edward VII’s coronation. His most famous set of murals, The Quest and Achievement of the Holy Grail, adorns the Boston
Public Library.
(Article contributed by Linda Crank)
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Will You be in One of Last 3 Dragonfly Issues before Summer Break?
March, April, May … they are the last three opportunities for you to have your
work, your story, told before we head into the Summer break. We have 300
members, and the Dragonfly team wants to do a story about each of you
somewhere along the line. We know you have a story because all artists are
fascinating people. But we cannot write your story unless we know about you.
No more hiding in the closet. Send us a photo of your most recent work. Tell
us a bit about you. Share with us when your work gets recognized by others, if
you have a show coming up, or if you have an art tip to share.
Just send me an email to dragonfly@CincinnatiArtClub.com and we will contact
you to get the facts and the photos. Next thing you know, you will be a star. I
get a lot of my story ideas from Club member Facebook pages so if you have
a Facebook page, invite me so I can follow your news or at least let me know
you are on Facebook, or Instagram. Just shoot an email to me at dragonfly@
CincinnatiArtClub.com.
Okay, we get it. Most artists are a bit shy at the start. But one of the great
benefits of being a member is that you have a publication in which you can be the star. And we are anxious to hear from
you. Did you remember how to send me your story? Just a simple, friendly hello to me at dragonfly@CincinnatiArtClub.
com.
The only catch to all this is that I need your story no later than the 10th of the month preceding the next issue. So for the
March issue, get it to me by February 10 and the April issue to me by March 10. By now you should know where to send it.
That’s right: send your stories and photos to dragonfly@CincinnatiArtClub.com.

February: Stories we Found on Facebook
Tom Bluemlien Captures Florida in January

Ray Hassard Explores the Zorn Palette
“Anders Zorn was a great Swedish painter
who often used a very limited palette of
colors, especially for his portraits. His colors
were black, venetian red, yellow ochre and
white. With that group, black has to stand
in for blue and, mixed with ochre, green. I
modified his palette a bit, changing out the
black for payne’s gray and used napthol red
instead of venetian red. I think this limited
palette is great for winter landscapes here
in Ohio and Indiana, at least on cloudy
days (which we have a lot of in the winter).”
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New Year’s Resolutions: Thirty Day Art Challenges
Jan Boone and Monica Achberger each set off on their own 30-day Challenges, a painting every day for an entire month.
Monica couldn’t eat all her Christmas candy so she decided to paint them instead. Jan moved from still life, to landscape
and figure work with her challenge. Painting this fast, every day for a month with no let up is an exciting way to kick off
the year … wonder if they can keep it going for the whole decade?

Jan Boone, Day 4

Monica Achberger, Day 9
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Monica Achberger, Day 10
Jan Boone, Day 11

Jan Boone, Day 6
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Monica Achberger, Day 14

Linda Crank Enjoying the Winter
Whether building a snowman in her front yard, or viewing the Hudson River School exhibition at the Taft (where she is
sitting copying a Hals), or reading up on art and art history, Linda makes the most of these dreary days of winter.

Linda viewing an exhibit of Hudson River School paintings
and copying a Hals at the Taft Museum

Linda Crank’s Snowman
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George Bodine Work in Progress
George took the time to photograph his January painting while it was in progress. It gives us all the opportunity to study
how he moves from sketch, to rough, to finish..

George Bodine, Phase 1 of Work in Progress

George Bodine, Phase 2 of Work in Progress

George Bodine, Paris, 18 x 24, signed

Designing and Painting a Still Life with Mary Beth Karaus
MaryBeth Karaus has a national reputation as one of the country’s best still life
painters. She will be holding a two-day still life workshop at the Olde Masters
Galleria on February 29 and March 1. MaryBeth is a Signature member of the Art
Club and honored by the Oil Painters of America as one of the leading still life
painters. She is constantly pushing the boundaries of the traditional still life. At this
workshop, MaryBeth will teach how to arrange a still life to form the composition
and introduce students to use the Value/Edge Sketch tool to enhance student ability
to move forward, each in their own style and technique. The workshop fee is $250.
Olde Masters Galleria is in Centerville OH.
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